Student Evaluation of Practicum Site Supervisor
and Practicum Site

Site Supervisor: ______________________________________________

Site: _______________________________________________________

Practicum: ________________________________________________

Term: ______________________________________________________

SA = Strongly Agree    A = Agree    N = Neutral    D = Disagree
SD = Strongly Disagree   NA = Not applicable

PART I: Evaluation of Practicum Site Supervisor

1. The site supervisor gave me enough explanation of my practicum
   assignment at the beginning of the experience
   
   SA               A               N                D               SD               NA

2. The site supervisor provided enough demonstration of clinical
   procedures.
   
   SA         A               N                D               SD               NA

3. The site supervisor served as a resource person, sharing ideas and
   materials.
   
   SA         A               N                D               SD               NA

4. The site supervisor provided me with enough positive reinforcement.

   SA         A               N                D               SD               NA

5. The site supervisor provided me with enough constructive criticism.

   SA         A               N                D               SD               NA

6. I understood the suggestions offered by the site supervisor.

   SA         A               N                D               SD               NA
7. The site supervisor spent enough time observing me.
   SA A N D SD NA

8. The site supervisor listened sufficiently to my rationales.
   SA A N D SD NA

9. The site supervisor was objective when critiquing my skills.
   SA A N D SD NA

10. The demands placed upon me were realistic in this practicum experience.
    SA A N D SD NA

11. The site supervisor provided enough explanation of how to write session plans.
    SA A N D SD NA

12. The site supervisor provided enough explanation of how to determine short-term objectives.
    SA A N D SD NA

13. The site supervisor provided enough explanation of the different assessment tools used in this setting.
    SA A N D SD NA

14. The site supervisor provided enough explanation of how to write evaluation reports.
    SA A N D SD NA

15. I felt comfortable in my overall relationship with the site supervisor.
    SA A N D SD NA

16. The site supervisor was perceptive of my needs.
    SA A N D SD NA

17. The site supervisor was correct in her/his judgment of my skills.
18. The site supervisor displayed good diagnostic/therapy skills.
   SA   A   N   D   SD   NA

19. The site supervisor was interested in me as a person
   SA   A   N   D   SD   NA

20. I profited from the supervision provided by the site supervisor
   SA   A   N   D   SD   NA

21. I was given sufficient opportunities for development of my own clinical rationales and procedures.
   SA   A   N   D   SD   NA

22. The site supervisor provided a good professional model.
   SA   A   N   D   SD   NA

Additional Comments:

_______________________________________
Student’s Signature
PART II: Evaluation of Practicum Site

1. The practicum site permitted me to generate the minimum number of direct clinical contact hours required by our department within a specified timeframe.

   
   |
   | SA | A | N | D | SD | NA |

2. The practicum site provided a caseload that was culturally and/or linguistically diverse.

   
   |
   | SA | A | N | D | SD | NA |

3. The practicum site provided me with experiences that encouraged and developed my sensitivity to individual variation (e.g., race/ethnicity, age, gender).

   
   |
   | SA | A | N | D | SD | NA |

4. The practicum site provided a caseload that included clients with a diversity of communication disorders.

   
   |
   | SA | A | N | D | SD | NA |

5. The practicum site provided me with the clinical knowledge and skills required in the ASHA Standards for the Certificate of Clinical Competence in Speech-Language Pathology.

   
   |
   | SA | A | N | D | SD | NA |

_______________________________________
Student’s Signature